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Editor’s Note
2018 Membership Drive
To welcome Year of the Dog, HKPS is launching a worldwide
membership drive, stamp collectors from all regions are
invited to join our Society, sharing our philatelic knowledge
and communicating via this great hobby of ours, keep stamp
collecting vibrant and to maintain the title of the King of
Hobbies.
As we are only three years away from our
centenary, we need to try our best to boost our current
membership numbers, an application form is enclosed for
your easy distribution amongst fellow philatelists, also a
friendly reminder that all 2017/2018 membership fees are
due as of September 1 last year, please send checks or
remittances before January 31 to avoid lapsing.
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President
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Auction Secretary 拍賣秘書
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Lastly wishing all members and fellow collectors a joyous
and healthy holiday season, then a prosperous new year
ahead. Happy collecting!
All comments and philatelic experiences are welcome, please
e-mail thkps@icloud.com.
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Stampex 2018

April 6-8, 2018
Sheung Wan Civic Centre
Please contact Commissioner Mr KEI Kok Ying at 94803420
or e-mail keikokying@yahoo.com.hk for application details.

GPO Box 446 Hong Kong

www.hkpsociety.com

William Kwan
Malcolm Hammersley
Anna Lee
Stephen Chan
Daniel Szeto
SIN Siu Kum
Tony Cheung
KEI Kok Ying
Albert Lai
Robert Schneider
Danny Wong
WONG Siu Po

關卓然
李安娜
陳贊殷
司徒福添
冼少琴
張柷枰
紀覺英
黎鴻健

January 2018 monthly members meeting will be held on the
18th (Thursday) at 6:30PM at the
Woo Kwan Lee & Lo office located on the
25/F of Jardine House in Central.
Show and Tell letter “L”

Welcome 2018 January new members!
New Hong Kong members:
WAN Leuk Tan
LEE Man Chum
LEUNG Koon Tung
LAM Chee Man
CHOW Chu Wen
WAN Pak Tai Betty
NG Kwok Yin
LEE Kam Wah
SO Siu Keung
LAM Kwong Lung
CHOW Kwok Kuen
LAW Hiu Tung
PUN Pak Chuen
Reinstated members:
Ian GIBSON-SMITH - USA
YUNG Yuk Yan - Hong Kong
Robert ZAJAC - Hong Kong
SHEK Yui - Hong Kong
NG Wu Wing - Hong Kong
New overseas members:
Dr Robert KONG - France
John ATKIN - UK
Laurence GIBSON - USA
David COOGLE - USA

e-mail: hkpsociety@yahoo.com
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R.R & CA.. Perfin

Rod Sell

The next perfin in the series is III 53B R.R/ & CA.. It has 56 holes with letter height of
5mm. Only one example is known, on a HK 2c brown stamp with B62 cancel.
If any reader has an example, please send a scan to me at rodsell@rodsell.com for
inclusion in the website.

In February 2014 Frank Drake, a Study
Group and HKPS member obtained this
example (Fig 1) on a 2c brown stamp.
We quickly decided that the CA.. at he
end suggested it was not from an English
speaking country, and it was suggested
that it could be Spanish and from the
Philippines. Philippe Orsetti another
Study Group and HKPS member found an
example on a stamp of the Philippines,
shown below (Fig 2).

Fig 1

Last month knowing this was the next perfin for an article. I checked on Google to see if
I could find any information. I got lucky, I found a website by Nigel Gooding at http://
www.nigelgooding.co.uk/Spanish/Perfins/perfin.htm that mentioned the R.R / & Ca..
perfin was used on the stamps of the Philippines between 1870s & 1880s.
Nigel also attributes the perfin to Roxas Reyes and Company.
To quote from his website. “ Little is known about Roxas, Reyes & Company. It was listed as
Merchants in Manila in 1879 and the business was involved in shipping of agricultural products
from the Philippines. It is possible that Francisco L. Roxas y Reyes (1851-January 11, 1897) was
linked to Roxas Reyes & Company. He entered business in 1880 as a commission agent for
shipping lines. By 1887 he had become a shipping agent with office at Calle de la Barca, Binondo.
In 1890 he entered the import-export business for shipping supplies. ” Unquote.

Fig 2

Nigel shows this perfin image (Fig 3) on his website:
Nigel also gives thanks to Bill Oliver and Brian Freeman, for discovering and sharing the identity of the RR&CA
perfin (thanks to a corresponding business handstamp on a revenue perfin in Bill Oliver’s collection).
We find the same with HK revenue stamps, having both perfins and company chops.
I have seen a lot of covers from the Philippines around this period, many with HK
stamps.
It would appear if the final destination was the Treaty Ports or Europe. The best way for
postage was to use HK stamps for the HK to final destination segment.
Since a 2c brown was used, I suspect it was for mail to Macau or Canton.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all readers a Very Happy and Productive
New Year. If you have any security markings that we have not recorded in our Study
Group pages at http://rodsell.com/hksmsic/hksmsic.html please email me a scan, and
as much information as possible.

Fig 3
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“CHINA” Overprints

Ian Gibson-Smith

A group of local and overseas philatelists gathered around at a welcome party last month for Mr Ian Gibson-Smith,
an American collector from Shepherdstown, West Virginia, and FIP (NY2016) 93 points Gold Medalist for his 5-frame
British Post Offices in China, the difficult “CHINA” overprints on Hong Kong KGV definitive issues from 1917-27,
magnificent items were shared after dessert, eye-opening materials were displayed for the first time in Hong Kong
and as a matter of fact, never have been exhibited before anywhere.
The unique sheet of 240 stamps of the $3 topped it off as the star item and its image was being captured by all cell
phones and cameras on site.
A big heartfelt thank you to Mr Gibson-Smith, a longtime member of the Society and recently re-instated, a first time
visitor to Hong Kong, for bringing many pages from his prized collection all the way to be shown to Hong Kong
philatelists, below is a brief message from him to our members.
Honorary Editor

To all members of The Hong Kong Philatelic Society
I would like to thank the members of the Hong Kong Philatelic Society for their generosity and hospitality
during my recent, and first, visit to Hong Kong. Although I live in USA and UK now, I was born in the UK
and my father was in the Royal Navy. Growing up, not only did I collect the stamps of Great Britain but
also received stamps from the various British Colonies that my father would visit, including Hong Kong.
As I grew older, I continued to collect the mint stamps of Great Britain but soon reached a point that the
only material left was very expensive and thus outside my meager budget. As I was living in the United
States, I was using the Scott catalog and tucked away at the back of the GB listings in the catalog and
also in my stamp album were a series of stamps labeled the "British Oﬃces In China". Little did I realize
how much these 27 stamps were going to take over my life! To start with, they were from Hong Kong, a
place that my parents had visited many times and loved, and in addition, as I was looking for the stamps
to fill spaces in my album, I came across the "Broken Crown", the 1 cent stamp from the first issue of
1917 where half of the crown was missing, which suddenly showed me that there was much more to
stamp collecting than just the spaces in an album that needed filling.
I had never, prior to this, belonged to any stamp clubs or societies and so, wanting to learn about the
"Broken Crown", I was directed to the American Philatelic Society who sent me a couple of books; Webb
(whose book was on the stamps and postal history of Hong Kong) and Perrin (on the 'China' overprint
stamps).
It was at this point, I think, that I graduated from being a stamp collector to becoming a
philatelist.
I started collecting everything associated with the 'China' overprints. The stamps, the stationary, the
postal history, indeed, anything and everything.
It was also at this point that I joined the Hong Kong Study Circle in the US and, later, the Hong Kong
Philatelic Society, whose members were kind enough to help and advise this new collector and whose
journals have proved invaluable. Since that time I have built an International Gold traditional exhibit of the
overprints, a multi-award and gold winning single frame exhibit of the postal stationary and am about to
exhibit, for the first time, an 8 frame exhibit of the postal markings associated with the overprints. In
addition, I was encouraged to create a website www.chinaoverprints.com, to consolidate the information
on this subject.
None of this could have been possible without the encouragement, feedback and, most importantly,
remarkable research that has been done by members of the HKPS and their willingness to share their
knowledge with me and others. Messrs. Scamp, Halewood, Drake, Goldsmith, Cheung, Campion and so
many others have shared their expertise with me over the years and I have made so many friends as a
result.
I was thrilled to visit Hong Kong and meet with fellow collectors and I want to thank you for your
extraordinary hospitality and for giving me the opportunity to share some of my material with members of
the Society. Some of the material, including the full registration sheet of the $3 value as well as examples
of the "Broken Crown" and such postal history as a cover posted from Ningpo on the closing day of the
Oﬃces, will be shown in the Court of Honor display in March 2018, alongside with material being shown
by the Smithsonian National Postal Museum, of which, both Anna Lee and myself are members of the
National Council of Philatelists.
Sincerely,
Ian Gibson-Smith
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Hidden Treasures From The William Jones Silver Yuan Auction
শୀ棗ॊ补㾼ೌ搚褲莯ጱ䌌萢
Patrick Choy ꗁ㾴ᵜ
The prominent late philatelist, William Jones (1901-1975) left
his legacy of a magnificent Gold/Silver Yuan collection from
which parts of it was put up for auction on December 5. The
auction attracted an unusually large gathering of enthusiastic
collectors armed with the knowledge and experience that
many of the items were very rare and precious indeed.
The author highlights four particular magnificent specimens
from Jones’ collection and wishes to share his finding with the
reader in this article.
Figure A is a 1949 May 3 cover from Chao Dai Shih (ᄤ瑿૱)
via Chow Hong (雍૭) on May 5, arrived Shanghai on May 9.
The cover is affixed with Gold Yuan Stamps total value at GY
4000 which equals to domestic registered rate with GY 500
shortage. The auction catalog correctly pointed out the
significance of the cancellation “Chao Dai Shih Sub-Office
Agency” c.d.s. , the “Domestic Postage Paid, (DPP) Chekiang
Chow Hong” indicating the receipt of GY 1,500, the domestic
surface mail postage, and the acceptance of gold yuan
postage in the Silver Yuan era. Looking deeper, the true value
lies in the historic circumstance of this cover. Chao Dai Shih
is a district within town of Chow Hong, in north Chekiang. The
location was liberated on May 2, 1949 in the aftermath of the
Battle of Crossing Yangtze (Ⴡ䜗). This cover indicates
that upon taking over the post offices in Chow Hong, the
Communist postal administration adopted Gold Yuan postage
which was invalidated by the Nationalist on April 28, 1949. Up
till now, only five reported covers of Gold Yuan postage from
the liberated area were known and this is the sixth and
newest discovery. During the first week of May, Shanghai was
under siege and the entire area from North Chekiang to
Shanghai was covered by intense crossfires, yet this letter
miraculously survived and moreover delivered within four
days.

Fig A

Figure B is a 1949 September 8 registered airmail cover to Yaan (褷ਞ)
from Chungking; affixed with two 4 cents Silver Yuan Revenue
surcharged stamps and one each of a 2 cents and 10 cents Fukien
Silver Yuan stamps. The total value of SY 20 cents on cover equals to
domestic registered postage. While the catalog emphasizes Yaan, a
remote location near Tibet as a factor, the salient value of this cover lies
in the two Fukien Silver Yuan stamps.
During April 29 to July 23, 1949 while Gold Yuan could be used
concurrently with Silver Yuan, it deprecated daily and also differently
from location to location. To prevent arbitraging districts, city and even
town level post offices issued and sold their own silver Yuan stamps
which could only be used in the respective locations. Except for East
Szechwan, district issued Silver Yuan stamps used in other district were
rare indeed; and for Fukien Silver Yuan stamps only one used example
in Kwangtung has been recorded, until now.

Fig B
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Figure C is a 1949 November 3 cover from Kunming to
Chengtu November 5 arrival, affixed with a pair of 4 cents
another pair of 12 cents Yunnan full value Silver Yuan
stamps and one 5 cents East Szechwan Silver Yuan stamp.
Additionally, the cover affixed with six 1.2 cents half value
Yunnan Silver Yuan stamps equivalent to 3 cents full value
Silver Yuan. The total value on cover was therefore Silver
Yuan 40 cents which equals to domestic double weight
double registered rate.
The 4 cents (for domestic surface) and 12 cents (for
domestic registered) Yunnan full value Silver Yuan stamps
were overprinted on May 27, 1949 when half value Silver
Yuan was the prevailing currency in Yunnan. With the
Yunnan government announcement of complete adoption of
full value Silver Yuan, they eventually made it to the Kunming
Central post office counter on October 6; but was quickly
withdrawn due to the fact that since August 1, the domestic
surface rate and registered rate had changed to 5 cents and
15 cents respectively. Full value Yunnan Silver Yuan cover is
extremely rare. Allegedly there are only two known
specimens in existence, including this Jones cover.

Fig C

Fig D

Figure D is a 1949 September 27 surface
mail cover from Pao Tow (۱毣) via Kwai Siu
49.09.28 to Tientsin; affixed with one 4 cent
Revenue surcharged Silver Yuan. The cover
was also franked with “Additional Postage
Paid, cent___/ Pao Tow Post Office” framed
hand stamp with hand struck character
“One” inserted to denote payment of the
requisite additional postage.

The Nationalist postal administration changed the domestic rate from Silver Yuan 4 cent to 5 cent effective
August 1, 1949. Obviously, the sender was unaware of the rate increase and the post office upon advising
the sender of the shortage administered the additional postage. The “Additional Postage Paid Pow Tow” is
the only one recorded up till now, but the large part of the value of the cover rested on the date.
The catalog incorrectly denoted the date of sending to be September 17 when Pao Taw together with the
entire Inner Mongolia was under the Nationalist Chinese rule. Since the outbreak of the War of Liberation,
Dong Qiwu (茙ٌྎ), Nationalist Chinese Commander of Inner Mongolia had adopted a non confrontational approach with the Communist. On September 19, he defected and signed the Treaty of
Peaceful Liberation of Inner Mongolia with the Communist which included an article of maintaining Post
and Telecommunications service. This cover indicated the Inner Mongolia postal administration complied
with the Treaty requirement and continued to retain the Nationalist system including the Silver Yuan
postage.
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Interasia’s December Auction Realises HK$68 million

Robert Schneider

Interasia’s December 4-7, four-day,
3,500-lot auction of Chinese and Hong
Kong stamps and postal history
realised HK$68,272,545
(US$8,737,000), well exceeding the
pre-sale estimate of HK$50 million,
reflecting the vibrant market for these
areas and Interasia’s position at the
forefront of both the stamp
auctioneers in Hong Kong and the
auctioneers worldwide for China and
Hong Kong. The auction likewise was
the largest auction dollar-wise of
Chinese and Hong Kong stamps
anywhere in the world this year,
rivaled only by the HK$65 million
dollar total for Interasia’s April
auction and bringing its annual
auction total for 2017 to
HK$133,305,332 (US$17,106,000).
Within the 2017 total Interasia sold 20
single lots that realised over
HK$1,000,000 each, with two of them
exceeding HK$2,000,000, showing
the strength of the higher-end market.
Day 1: Classic China
The auction kicked off with the second dedicated auction of the Jane and Dan Sten Olsson collection of
Large Dragons, realising HK$15,798,355 against a pre-sale estimate of HK$6,756,000. The essays and
proofs were keenly competed for, with the imperforate plate proof of the Elephant essay on thick paper
bringing HK$747,500 and the complete sheet of the Large Dragon essay of the 3ca. with extra circle on
thick paper rising to HK$1,610,000, while the issued stamps saw the thick paper 5ca. Setting V complete
sheet of twenty without sheet margins realise HK$1,610,000. Interestingly, a complete sheet of the 5ca.
from the equally rare Setting VA had brought only HK$420,000 in the 2016 Mizuhara auction. Fierce
competition ensued for the seven choice Large Dragons covers, which brought an aggregate realisation of
HK$6,915,000, with the earliest recorded Large Dragons cover to the U.S. finishing at HK$2,3000,000
(against a presale estimate of HK$1,200,000), and the Large Dragons-Hong Kong combination cover
garnering HK$1,150,000.
The equally exciting and important Paramount collection followed, replete with varieties and outstanding
postal history from the 1878-97 issues, as well as an exceptional array of postal stationery card usages and
cancellations, continuing the trend of staggering realizations, bringing a total of HK$12,542,590. An
unused vertical imperforate between pair of the 1ca. brought HK$920,000, while pristine mint vertical
imperforate between pairs of the Small Dragons rough perfs. 1ca. and 5ca. finished at HK$402,500 and
HK$575,000 respectively to two different bidders. The magnificent Small Dragons-France combination
cover to Scotland bearing the Small Dragons 1ca. to 5ca. set in pairs cancelled by the rare "Customs/Taku"
double-ring datestamp in red brought HK$402,500. Among the New Currency surcharges, the extremely
fine mint quality of the small figures 10c. on 9ca. with surcharge double was reflected in its HK$483,000
realisation. The Hangchow dollar dater on a 2c. on 2ca. cover originating in the Min Chu Post was knocked
down for HK$368,000 to a keen internet bidder against a HK$60,000 pre-sale estimate, while the fantastic
single franking of the 30c. on 24ca. on a registered cover from Kiukiang to Mauritius was fought over,
ultimately selling for HK$483,000. This specialised one-owner sale concluded with a 35-lot section of
ever-popular postal stationery cards, which realised HK$1,292,945 against a pre-sale estimate of
HK$498,200.
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The first part of the General Sale brought an end to the exciting first day, with a choice array of Customs
and early Imperial Post postal history. The undoubted highlight was the unique "Pagoda Anchorage/
Customs/Mail Matter" usage on 1897 envelope to Canton with the bilingual "Paid" handstamp. When the
competition between two phone bidders ended, the price of HK$805,000 left many in the room transfixed.
A Small Dragon cover bearing a 3ca. in
combination with the Wuhu Customs
Mail Matter handstamp brought
HK$276,000, while a December 1896
early example of the Chinese Imperial
Post Office Peking provisional Postage
Paid handstamp rose to HK$299,000.
When the day's session was concluded, a
realisation of HK$36,135,990 had been
chalked up for the opening day’s nearly
800 lots.
Day 2: China and People’s Republic
Day Two began with two significant
collections of the Red Revenues
surcharges. A very fine mint example of
the small 4c. on 3c. realised HK$322,000
and a top sheet margin mint block of four
of the large $1 on 3c. was HK$$575,000.
There was considerable interest in the
cancellations and covers with a strip of
three of the small 2c. on 3c. cancelled by
two strikes of the "Pagoda Anchorage/
Customs/Mail Matter" handstamp
competed for up to HK$74,500, and the
sole instance of a Red Revenue stamp on
cover being cancelled by the "Amoy"
dollar dater bringing HK$299,000.
The third of the one-owner catalogues to
come up for auction in the morning was
the treasures of the Silver Yuan stamps
and postal history from the legendary
pioneer student William E. Jones. Fifty
seven items of this small but choice
offering from this renowned student,
which had never appeared on the market
before, brought HK$1,196,230. Among
the outstanding realisations, the 1949 (3 Nov.) envelope from Kunming to Chentu bearing the Yunnan
Silver Yuan Full Value surcharged stamps was acquired for HK$161,000 after spirited bidding, while the
immensely rare commercial usage of a pair and single of two of the Watlam Provisional values on cover
went to a happy bidder at HK$172,500.
The afternoon and early evening session was devoted to the People's Republic and Liberated Areas. The
rarities of the Soviet Post were once again highly sought after. The 1933 Red Flags 3c. green was
HK$218,500, the Chinese Soviet Northwest Area Shanxi 1935 8c. blue
brought a determined HK$333,500, and a rare strip of three of the Chinese
Republic Post 1937 1c. greyish green was hammered down at HK$195,500
in spite of two stamps being cut into. The P.R.C. general issues showed
renewed strength in the early and middle periods, a welcome development
after a number of years of market softness. A fine used example of the iconic
"Whole Country is Red" similarly sold for HK$437,000. In the later issues,
three Year of the Monkey complete sheets brought a total of HK$4,370,000,
while an unmounted mint assembly of "J" and "T" series complete sheets
divided into 75 lots realised HK$1,687,970.
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Day 3: China and Other Asian Countries
The third day's session saw completely different collecting areas on offer. A
specialised collection of the Shanghai Local Post System attracted a
number of new collectors, resulting in realisations well over the estimates
across the board. Most remarkable was the small section of artwork, essays
and die proofs for the 1893 Jubilee of the First Settlement 2 cents
commemorative issue. This unique ensemble of six lots (ex Dr. Wei-liang
Chow) saw a fierce battle between two bidders resulting in a realisation of
HK$488,750 against a pre-sale estimate of HK$70,000. The first lot of the
group, the pen and ink drawing of the proposed stamp by Robert A. de
Villard, brought an astounding HK$253,000, which was just over ten times
the original estimate. The Amoy Local Post 1895 lithographed 2c. blue Stones I and II sheet and part sheet
on cardboard paper brought strong competition at HK$135,700.
The Foreign Post Offices were highlighted by the exceedingly rare Russian Post Office at Imyanpo money
transfer card, which realised HK$115,000. It is interesting to note that the famous Dr. Raymond Casey
collection only had an example of this post office as an arrival cancellation.
The continuing popularity and desirability of Chinese postal history was further emphasized by a collection
of I-Chan envelopes and documents from1816-1935. All 19 lots from this collection were fiercely
competed for, resulting in a total of HK$1,403,000 against a pre-sale estimate of HK$141,500. The first
item, an 1896 official envelope from the Governor of Hunan Province to Long Jian Guan with the "Pai
Dan" still intact, was won by a floor bidder against a phone bidder at HK$460,000 to loud applause from
the auction room.
The highlight of the Taiwan was the exceedingly rare 1981 10th National Congress of the Kuomintang
prepared for use but not issued $2, which brought HK$368,000. The day concluded with strong
competition for the Tibet, Japanese Occupation of South East Asia, and North Korea.
Day 4: Hong Kong and Treaty Ports
The fourth day was devoted to Hong Kong and featured HKPS-member Philippe Orsetti's
incomparable collection of the Japanese Occupation of Hong Kong and a number of his
original studies, which were keenly competed over. Philippe's example of the unique 1891
2c. carmine with "S.D." overprint inverted was acquired by an undeterred phone bidder
against a keen room bidder for a handsome HK$598,000, with both collectors appreciating
that this represented the only chance to acquire this great rarity, which achieved one of the
highest prices for a single Hong Kong stamp at auction. The popularity of the extensive
postal stationery section was reflected in the HK$80,500 realisation for the 1900 surcharge
4c. on 3c. outgoing used reply card with surcharge inverted. Among the Treaty Ports, the splendid 1877
envelope from Amoy to the U.S.A. from the Culbertson correspondence bearing 4c. and 8c., cancelled
"D27" stood out. With the impeccable provenance of Ishikawa, D'Almada, and Beckeman, it realised
HK$115,000 and will no doubt grace an outstanding postal history exhibit one day. The day ended with an
aggregate realisation of
HK$5,466,675, concluding
another outstanding and
important auction of China and
Hong Kong in the Interasia
tradition.
All realisations include the
15% buyer's premium. The
complete catalogues for
Interasia’s December auction
(including prices realised) can
be found on the Interasia’s
w e b s i t e w w w. i n t e r a s i a auctions.com.
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Air Orient’s Saigon-Marseilles Air Route

Anna Lee

Trial Despatch By The Air Orient Service
The French Air Orient, which later became part of Air
France, began a regular service between Saigon and
Marseilles in January 1931. In June 1932, Mr Breen, the
Hong Kong Postmaster, arranged a trial despatch of
Hong Kong mail to be sent by air to Europe by the
Saigon-Marseilles air service. As there was no prior
publicity, few items of mail were despatched. Mail left
Hong Kong on 7 June 1932 on board “SS Athos II”, and
reached Saigon in time to connect with the Air Orient
flight.
Illustrated example is one of 15 items of Hong Kong mail
on trial despatch fight of 11 June 1932. Cover left Hong
Kong on the 7th and reached London on the 21st. Mail
reached Saigon on 10 June, Marseilles on 19 June and
Paris on 20 June (all backstamped). From Paris mail
arrived London on board an Imperial Airways aircraft.
Postage rate 20c (Hong Kong) per 1 oz surface letter rate plus 1fr 31c (Indo-China) air fee (surface fee
overpaid by 2 cents).
Total delivery time 14 days, a saving of about 8 days on the normal route via Siberia and 16 days on the Suez
route.
Cancellation Of Stamps In Red Ink
In anticipation of extension of the Air Orient service from Saigon to Hong Kong, in order to make it easier
for staff handling the mail to spot airmail letters, the Postmaster General ordered that mail be cancelled in
red ink until a specific airmail date stamp arrived from London. The first despatch of mail with red ink
cancel departed by sea to Saigon on 12 October 1932, and the earliest known date of the cancel is 7 October
1932.
Illustrated example is one of the covers of the first despatch of mail from Hong Kong using red ink cancel.
Leaving Hong Kong on 11 October 1932 to Crowborough, England, surface letter per 1 oz (empire), $0.12
plus air fee per half oz, $1.35, total rate $1.47.
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Response to LU Zhiwei’s article in November Newsletter By Daniel SZETO
My comment is that when a mad dog barks at me, I will not choose to bark at it in return. But for
the purpose of clarification, I wish to point out that it is the Committee’s decision, not my own, for
not issuing a receipt due to some technical difficulty and the circumstances at the AGM dinner. A
letter had been sent to LU explaining about this. As LU has called the police in during our normal
monthly meeting, leading to the meeting being stopped abruptly, the Committee decided to take
disciplinary action against him for his reckless action. A warning letter was sent to him by our Hon.
Secretary accordingly. The sending of two letters to LU was discussed and agreed in the Committee
Meeting, all Committee members should be well aware of this.
When LU’s article was published, I received many phone calls from our members, giving me great
support and encouragement. They have also expressed their views regarding this incidence, their
main points are:
1. The conduct and behavior of LU for calling the police to our meeting twice is absolutely
unacceptable and intolerable. More severe action should be taken against him.
2. The editor should inform her fellow Committee members that an article was attacking them and
should give them a chance to response at the first instance. In fact, all the persons mentioned
in LU’s article had no knowledge about this until they receive the Newsletter or enquiry phone
calls from other members. In addition, the editor also had the responsibility to add the “Editor’s
Note” to the relevant part of the article when the content is factually incorrect.
3. Our Society is a platform for members’ happy collecting. It is quite evident that our Society is
under severe political clash. Our Committee should have our own firm stance and prevent
further tearing apart by those aggressive and ambitious people.
It is quite interesting that in last week, I watched from the TV news that Donald Trump, when
talking about Kim, told the cheering crowd that: “He is a sick puppy”.

SUPPORT OUR HOBBY! BUY HONG KONG STAMPS!

2018 February New Issue
Mint Stamps, Stamp Sheet, Souvenir Sheet, Presentation Pack, First Day Cover and Datestamped First Day Cover

Festive Customs
Issue Date: 27.2.2018
Design: CHENG Kar-wai
Hong Kong is a captivating city where new and old come together in perfect harmony. Traditional festivals and
traditions have endured, alongside time-honoured and interesting folk customs. Hongkong Post is pleased to unveil
a set of six stamps under the theme “Festive Customs”. They show six common Hong Kong folk customs, including
Putting Up Spring Festival Scrolls, Throwing Wishing Placards, Offering First Incense, Spinning Wheels of Fortune,
Drawing Chinese Fortune Sticks and Unicorn Dance. Using a very expressive design concept, the designer has
employed the silver outline of a hand or pair of hands to indicate the movement and activity associated with the
custom on each stamp.

Information courtesy of Hongkong Post STAMPS
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